A Tip Sheet for the Sensory Friendly Performances
Saturday, November 10th at 2:00pm and Saturday, November 17th at 2:00pm
At Keshet Center for the Arts

**What to expect during the performance**

- *Alice, an adventure of wonder and wondering* is a dance performance. The dancers will tell the story by dancing. The audience will hear music being played, but the dancers will not be talking while they dance. The *Alice, an adventure of wonder and wondering* performance is not like the traditional Alice in Wonderland story, there is no White Rabbit, Caterpillar or Queen of Hearts. It is a similar story of adventure with a girl named Alice, but it uses classic rock n’ roll and jazz music with different styles of dance to tell the story.

- *Alice, an adventure of wonder and wondering* is also a performance that combines professional and community dancers of various physical and developmental abilities.

- *Alice, an adventure of wonder and wondering* tells the story of a girl, Alice, who visits her magical Aunt Mima Be and travels with her on a journey to discover crazy characters like the Mad Hatters’ & Hares’ in a fun-filled Tea Party & Fashion Show and through different environments like a creepy forest to learn about “unlimited possibilities” as we navigate lives’ adventures.

There will be a 15 minute intermission at the end of Act One.

**About the Sensory Friendly performance**

- The doors to Keshet Center for the Arts will open at 1:00 pm. The doors to the theater will open for seating at 1:30 pm. **The performances will start at 2:00pm** and will last for approximately **one hour and 20 minutes**, including a **15 minute intermission**.

- Visit the Keshet website (http://keshetarts.org中心-for-the-arts/about-us/#maps-and-directions) for **directions and parking information**.

- **Seating** is not assigned for this performance. It is all Open/ General seating. The ushers inside the theater can help you find a seat. Please let them know if you can’t climb stairs or would like to sit on the floor level.

- During the performance, the audience **lights** will remain at half brightness. The **sound level** will be reduced for loud or startling sounds.

- You are welcome to **enter and exit the theater as needed** during the sensory friendly performance. You are permitted to bring fidgets, handheld devices and noise cancelling
headphones.

- **Restrooms** are located through the backstage hallway and one unisex accessible stall is available in the Lobby.

- For this performance there will be **two break areas**. The quiet break area is out in the Lobby in the hall between studios. The other break area is the open space beside the seats inside the theatre – you can move here or dance along. Eating and drinking will be allowed in the theater during this performance.

- **Photography** is **NOT** permitted inside the theater.

**Questions:** If you have any questions, please contact Carolyn Tobias, Carolyn@Keshetarts.org or 505-224-9808